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Mahalo Madame Chair and aloha to all delegations. The Hawaiian people lived in a  highly
organized, self-sufficient, subsistent social system based on communal land tenure with a
sophistic ted language, culture, and religion,  as stated in U.S. Public Law 103-150, the Apology
Law. In the Apology Law, the U.S. committed to engage in a reconciliation process with the
Hawaiian people. Assisting our return to the ahupua  a system described above is an essential first
step in the reconciliation process,

The ahupua  a system is the basis of Hawaiian civilization. It is how our kupuna (ancestors)
divided our lands into districts that were collectively managed by our people. Each district contained
a mountain and ocean region, which were connected by rivers and streams. These waters were the
heart of the ahupua  a system. We built our homes, our lo  i (taro patches), our heiau (place of
worship) right alongside our rivers and streams so that they could connect our people to our natural
resources. This connection between our wai,  dina and Kanaka was vital to maintaining the delicate
balance of our environment and managing our finite resources.

However, these connections have been severed by westernization and the over-development
of our H  aiian National Lands, which h ve resulted in the genocidal suppression of Hawaiian
National Sovereignty by the U.S. and State of Ilawafi. Hawaiians must repair and reconcile the
damage done to our   ina and our people by applying the ancestral knowledge passed on by our
kupuna. The ahupua ‘a system is a blueprint that we can apply today, using modem technology, to
address the dire socioeconomic conditions of our people.

Nation of Hawafi seeks to restore the ahupua  a system and reconnect our people to their
Hawaiian National Sovereignty through the power of connectivity. Connectivity is 21st century
sovereignty. Working with researchers from M.I.T., we will restore the ahupua ‘a system of our
ancestors by reopening the connections between our water, lands and people, with a focus on
communication, transportation, and energy, Connectivity is a tool for our people to think critically
about how best to use our ancestral knowledge, human capital, resources, and technology to develop
practical solutions to address the systemic problems we all face as first peoples. Our solutions for the
future are rooted in the wisdom of our kupuna, our status as an independent Hawaiian Nation, and
our focus on truth and justice. The M.I.T researchers will collaborate with Nation of Hawafi to
create a Living L b, which will allow our people to utilize technology, and innovation to address our
unique challenges as Hawaiians.

We are our kupuna  & greatest dreams and aspirations. The legal, political, and
socioeconomic framework our kupuna created is still applicable and it is up to us to complement it
with what we know today. Who we were is who we are and who we shall be.

We recommend that the Permanent Forum conduct a study on connectivity and how it can be
used to help first peoples address the challenges we all face. Aloha.




